Cheryl Baum

Reports

- 141
- Rolla Report
- Evil Report - Book
- Evil Report - Car
- Evil Report - Keys

Pre-July 20

- Training - 12 week course Harvard Train
- Plain Clothes Investigator - 1 yr. - 1½ yrs.
July 20

- all for Aracaria
- Knew Ft. Marcy
- arrived of radio

\[ 6:35 \]

- brief case
  - rifle coat
  - rifle gatet
  - canvas - blue or gray & clothe

- w/ photos -
  - Pete /innov/ hand

- park lot

See diagram

- talked to Brian
- "" spect - Dody /first"
- Foster's car

- told by Fruattle - how known? That year or type or class of clothes

- CB went to car of Rolla & Apt (waiting for Randolph to arrive)

- looked at car

- Geo. Honda

- ask plates - told Rolla to check plates in system (also checked others)

- lock found on owner's car locked or unlocked

- looked inside from passenger side - map on floor, jacket on passenger seat, canvas bag, briefcase
At this point - went to scene
adeny 12

- Saw ST
(Smit's gone)
- Saw CB R-S
polaroids

- Had camera in hand
- Assumed Edwin took

- Knew from what told
- Describe scene
- Off an area
location
sun in hand

- Looked at scene - from head of VF

Rolls (polaroids)

(35 mm)

- Deserted (cemetery)
- On utility 430
- Head at 7 o'clock
- Arms at side
- Wait to mid-toss
- Saw sun - capped in hand

- Sun in standing men

- Moved to mid-toss
- Ast - record what was going on
- did so
- 1447 - 10

- who else at tolls - Rolla
- Ast

- left
- left to lot
- not there yet
- left
- parking lot

- Rubber gloves
- C B had on civilian clothes
- black slacks
- denim unbuttoned shirt
- black blazer
- white gloves

PS took - Rolla - in civilian clothes
- white short sleeve shirt
- picture - John Rolla
- Saw trailing blood transfer pattern

- Told Rolla to take photos of polaroids given by Pete Simondella
  he did so

- NB
  - let Rollo & Apt conduct investigation of the look notes

- NB
  - Expensive issue sometime Hear medical
    - Some photos did not come out
    - Something wrong with camera
    - Sold tiny polaroids

- NB Rollo - prior photo experience - all right
  - No logs for photos

- NB - Video camera on sight did not use
  - He missed video - PS determined

- As Rollo - Polar -
- CB went to parking lot

- escorted witness (swat unit - random patrol - stopped to help)

- Polka told CB he did not find keys or ID

- went back to parking lot

- CB at car
- PS at car

→ opened front pass door - unlocked

Photo #1

→ picked up coat - in fold of coat

- lead officers on

---

FOIA(b)(7) - (C)

- as lead
  - to call person
  - to advise W/H person

- CB double checked for words
Check whether recorded on tape.

Main Comm # 619-7105 - CB then called Comm. - spoke to Pat O'Brien - told CT. Savings that will person use cellular phone rather than radio to avoid press monitoring.

CB then called Comm. and spoke to Pat O'Brien - told CT. Savings that will person use cellular phone rather than radio to avoid press monitoring.

Photo #2: Pass Side Bean Junk - cigarette box - beer can

Photo #3: Driver Side Front Storage pocket

Photo #4: Driver Side Bean

Photo #5: Car
Called flat bed truck to facilitate towing, but no keys found

--- NB ---
Black Briefcase shown in photo #5 appears to be USPD issue briefcase and CB believes it is hers.
- Brown paper bag at front hood contained VF coat

--- NB --- only photos - 5 polaroids

-- Dr. Haupt arrives - Fuerstel accompanies to body

-- Ambulance arrives
- CB went to DW house

- got call from - USPD contacted

  by Whit - Kennedy & Livingston

  called the rest today, CB made

- CB had suspicion that keys fell in pockets

- Rolla called D.W., got directions to Watkins home

- on way phone call from David Watkins (fone fixed & fixed)
wanted to accom USPD to

- body put body bag - tampered
decision to cut the ID process at Morgan.

-> Watkins House

- DW got in USPPcar (wife's car)
  (had played tennis with Roper)

- & to DW - had noticed VF depressed
  earlier, & knew reason
  [handwritten]

A: only this, Travelodge Sandel,
  would better,
  [handwritten]

- Foster Home
  narrow, parking tight, parked at end
  of street, walked back

- Saw several cars parking: Watkins Sand
  Webb Holwell - Sheila Anthony - [handwritten]
CB rang bell
CB JR

Waiting
Hubbell et al
still in street

told Laura to get mother
LF came down in robe
Hubbell came in

J Replica approached LF
said Wes Foster have to tell you It is dead

LF became hysterical
CB comforting Laura
could not establish support of LF

LF asked JR if he killed himself by a gun
or gun in mouth

hectic — many people came in
phone of hook

CB talking to Sheila Anthony — not upset or talking to cop

With pushed her out of way & took Sheila in arms
"took her out of room

Mi centered
S&A

SB (uncharacteristic)
- 2-3 minutes of conv. before it happened
  - built some rapport
  - had started to ask if she knew anything but then heard family mention

---

CB.
President entered.

---

Before leaving,

CB approached Watkins
  - Watkins: Do not give release just yet (mother)
  - CB: would wait

---

CB: would fun police office
is seems so that we can get someone in o.m. to look through papers to look for suicide note

DW: acknowledge request - take care of it